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TEA AND COFFEE
Ringtons remains a leading name in the tea 
industry and is the UK’s third largest tea 
importer and the second biggest importer of 
Fairtrade tea. In total, the company produces 
over 320 million cups of tea every year. But 
tea isn’t all that Ringtons is good at. It is 
increasingly becoming known as one of the 
UK’s leading independent coffee roasters. As 
well as roasting and packing coffee for the 
Ringtons brand (consumer and wholesale) 
the business also operates a fast-growing 
private label coffee packing service too.

Coffee production at Ringtons has 
increased by 370% in a five-year period and 
the family business is so passionate about 
its coffee proposition that it invested £2.5m 
in brand new coffee roasting facilities in the 
north east of England in 2017. The business 
also has further plans to increase production 
capabilities at the site in the coming 
12-months by adding a second roaster. 

The team at Ringtons travelled across 
Europe to see the equipment first-hand 
before purchasing it for its custom-built 
roasting facilities. The state-of-the art 
equipment includes Probat roasters, in-drum 
temperature sensors, programmed roast 
profiles and pre-blending, making the 
production process extremely accurate 
and efficient and ensuring quality and 
consistency. 

AWARD-WINNING
To ensure quality coffee is used, Ringtons 
employs two Q-graders, individuals 

who have achieved the industry’s most 
recognised and coveted professional 
standard in terms of the ability to assess 
the physical and sensory attributes of 
coffee; 100% of the beans it uses are 
current crop and from the most recent 
harvest, and 90% of this purchased crop is 
speciality grade. 

In addition, the company has a strict 
no-quenching policy and products are 
finished in oxygen-free packaging which 
is date and origin marked to meet the 
company’s transparency and traceability 
policy and to enable customers to enjoy its 
coffee within 12 weeks of it being roasted. 
The company’s commitment to quality was 
recently recognised by the Guild of Fine 
Food who awarded Ringtons with six Great 
Taste Awards in 2018 for its coffee products.   

While every care is taken in the buying 
and production process to ensure coffee 
is high quality and tastes as planned, the 
company argue that serving a quality cup of 
coffee isn’t just about the roasting process. 

John Broad national sales manager for 
Ringtons Beverages for Business says: “We 
work with businesses across all sectors, 
but universally they all want to serve 
consistently great coffee.  Whilst we always 
do what we can to protect quality in the 
buying, roasting and packing process, we 
believe that 25% of serving great coffee can 
be equated to the bean itself, a further 25% 
attributed to the machine used to make 
the coffee and 50% is down to how it’s 
prepared by the barista.”  

CIMBALI COLLABORATION
Ringtons has been working with coffee 
machine specialists, La Cimbali since 
2012, a partnership which sees the pair 
supply traditional espresso machines, 
superautomatics and other essential 
equipment alongside Ringtons’ products to 
businesses of all sizes.  

John Broad adds: “As a market-leading 
manufacturer of professional coffee 
equipment La Cimbali claims a significant 
percentage of global machine sales, making it 
a natural choice for Ringtons. For us, Cimbali 
offers over 100 years of experience and 
reassurance that the machines we sell to our 
own customers are hardworking, efficient and 
most importantly reliable. Coffee machines 
are a big investment for businesses, and they 
need machines which deliver results, look 
the part and fit in with the demands of the 
business. The machines we offer alongside 
Cimbali range from single group, compact 
espresso machines to bean-to-cup machines 
with fresh milk, meaning there’s an option for 
everyone. 

“With every machine sold we provide 
full barista training – meaning customers 
know every feature of their own machine 
and additional equipment.  We also provide 
detail about taste profiles and origin of the 
chosen coffee and train in milk foaming, latte 
art and menu creation so all team members 
are confident in being able to maintain their 
coffee machine and have the skills to create a 
versatile, appealing and great tasting drinks 
menu.”

Ringtons and 
La Cimbali: 
A partnership made 
in coffee heaven
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Ringtons (www.ringtons.co.uk/beveragesforbusiness) was established in 1907 when Samuel Smith 
first sold tea from a horse and cart to households in Newcastle upon Tyne. Today, the business 
continues to operate its doorstep delivery service to over 230,0000 customers throughout the UK 
and also runs a successful out-of-home foodservice division, Ringtons Beverages for Business which 
offers full hot drink solutions to cafés, hotels, restaurants and business. 
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ADDING VALUE
“By collaborating with Ringtons, both sides 
can add value to their respective sales 
proposition and that has a real benefit 
for the customer,” says Daniel Clarke, 
managing director, La Cimbali UK (www.
cimbaliuk.com).

“Ringtons can help deliver an exceptional 
speciality drinks menu by supplying not 
only the best tea and coffee going but also 
by bringing the technology and training into 
the mix too.  Customers are secure in the 
knowledge that they are dealing with two 
companies that are experts in their field, 
trusted, established brands each with a 
strong heritage that will not let them down 
and that has great appeal to many time poor 
business owners.”

As a leading Cimbali distributor, John and 
the Ringtons Beverages for Business team 
recently enjoyed a pre-launch preview of 
La Cimbali’s new M26 range of traditional 
espresso machines.  

From entry level models to top of the 
range machines loaded with feature rich 
technology, the M26 can be scaled up or 
down to meet intended coffee volumes, 
available budget and level of functionality 
required.  

“The M26 benefits from numerous La 
Cimbali patented technologies which help 
take the guess work out of brewing coffee of 
a consistent quality, even for inexperienced 
baristas,” explains Daniel Clarke.

“Coupled with the fact that we have 
pitched the M26 at an affordable entry point 
with the flexibility to scale up as needed 
and we are confident that the M26 is set 
to become one of our most popular lines. 
We were therefore delighted to offer John 
and his team a sneak preview before the 
official launch at last month’s London Coffee 
Festival.”

TOP TIPS FOR THE 
PERFECT BREW 
• Invest in a great quality and 

reliable espresso grinder (La 
Cimbali’s new Elective Grinder 
Doser features an auto tamp 
feature, for example) as the 
grinder does an equally important 
job as your espresso machine.

• Always clean old coffee from 
the group handle before dosing 
freshly ground coffee into the 
handle - it needs to be clean and 
dry.

• A clean tasting, bright cup of 
coffee cannot be produced by a 
dirty machine, so clean and back 
flush your espresso machine 
daily (make sure the insides 
of portafilters and baskets are 
cleaned and use a good quality, 
specialist espresso cleaning 
powder). 

• An espresso machine is 
essentially a boiler and like any 
household boiler should be 
serviced annually (regular group 
head seal changes and shower 
plate changes improve shot 
quality and consistency).

• Whether its coffee or tea, water 
accounts for up to 98.5% of the 
drink, so ensure you fit the right 
water filters and change them 
regularly to prevent possible 
costly limescale related repairs.

• And finally, having skilled baristas 
as part of your team will really 
enhance and ease the service of 
specialty drinks.
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